The knowledge of land surface temperature (LST) is of great importance, because it helps us to understand processes such as energy exchange between surface and atmosphere, water requirements in agricultural soils, control and prevention of fires and the evolution of climate change. Also, we need to try to know its value with enough accuracy. Two important factors are taken into account: the surrounding environmental conditions on the surface and its own emissivity. When performing a measurement of the LST, two types of corrections should be applied: first, the atmospheric correction in order to eliminate its contribution to the satellite measurements and a second one due to the effect of surface emissivity when the measurement is done both from satellite and in the field. This work presents an exhaustive review of the methodology currently used to perform both corrections. In the case of surface emissivity, the techniques known to determine it and the methodologies used for its correction will be shown. For atmospheric correction, two widely contrasted methods are exposed: the single-channel method and the differential absorption of the split-window method, which avoid the need for radiosoundings, in order to correct the radiative effect of the atmosphere. The knowledge of the methodology shown can be of help for any study of the LST, either from satellite or on ground level.
Introduction
The temperature of all land surfaces (LST) is above absolute zero (T>0 K) and they therefore emit radiation according to Planck's law. If we consider the areas we are studying to have the radiative behavior of a black body, when measuring the radiation from the surface with a radiometer in the spectral interval called thermal infrared (TIR) interval, where there is maximum radiation of land surfaces, we could use that energy to reverse the Planck function and obtain the real LST, given that we are certain that the measured radiation is emitted only by the surface. In fact, almost no real surface can be considered a black body, and that the radiation measured on all of them has a double contribution: first, the radiation directly emitted by the surface, and on the other hand, the radiation reflected in it, coming from the surroundings and the atmosphere.
The radiance of a surface that reaches a sensor aboard a satellite has to go through the atmosphere that separates both. When a sensor aboard a satellite receives radiation from a surface, the effect that the atmosphere has on this radiation must be taken into consideration. Energy can usually undergo two phenomena of attenuation:
• Absorption due to the presence of components such as O 2 , CO 2 and especially water vapor (H 2 O). This absorbed energy is then re-emitted as electromagnetic radiation but at a different wavelength.
• Scattering of incident radiance due to its interaction with gaseous atmospheric components and aerosols. This process involves a change in direction of the incident radiance and does not involve a transfer of energy.
The atmosphere contributes not only by attenuating the radiance that reaches the sensor aboard the satellite, but also provides a certain amount of radiation as a direct result of the absorption process of the radiance from the surface. This is clearly understandable recalling the Planck law as the atmospheric temperature, like in any other element, is above 0 K and thus emits radiation that can be recorded by the sensor.
The radiance measured by the sensor aboard a satellite is different to that emitted by the surface. From the satellite measurement an apparent or brightness temperature is obtained, which must be corrected both from the effect of the atmosphere and the one of emissivity. These radiance measurements are performed at some intervals of wavelength, called atmospheric windows, where the radiance suffers less atmospheric attenuation. The possible absorption obtained here is almost entirely due to the H 2 O. These windows are located mainly in the TIR between 3.7-4.1 µm, 8-9.5 µm and 10-12.5 µm.
To summarize, the radiance received by a sensor aboard a satellite is described by the following equation of balance, called radiative transfer equation (RTE):
where L λ (θ) is the radiance directly measured from a surface, λ is the wavelength, θ is the observation zenith direction of the surface, ε λ is the surface spectral emissivity, L
• λ (LST ) is the Planck's radiance of the surface, for a LST temperature, L ↓ atm,λ is the downward atmospheric radiance of the entire dome that covers the surface, τ is the transmissivity of the atmosphere and L ↑ atm,λ is the atmospheric radiance in the direction of the satellite sensor.
The term in curly brackets in Equation 1 is the radiance only from the surface and shows the importance of knowing the exact value of the emissivity of a surface, since errors in its determination can lead to significant errors in obtaining its temperature.
We can understand the concept of emissivity of a surface as an indicator of how good an emitter this is, that is to say, how close it is to a black body. Thus the emissivity is defined as:
An added disadvantage that most surfaces have is their structural and composition complexity, that is to say, they show in all their extension a variability of elements and structures that make them heterogeneous, making it difficult to evaluate what is the relative weight of each of the elements that compose the surface. To interpret their radiative behavior, it is necessary to define an effective emissivity according to their characteristics. Another key issue is the problem of emissivity measurement by remote sensing, as a single measure of radiance is simultaneously influenced by both the emissivity and the LST, these being independent. This raises one of the basic problems of remote sensing of the TIR: how to break the indeterminacy mentioned by obtaining emissivity and temperature simultaneously (see 3.2).
On the other hand, the role of the atmosphere in the balance of energy exchange with the surface is essential, and knowledge and study of it is an important field of research in remote sensing. Observing the RTE at the height h of a sensor according to the Schwarzchild equation:
where L λ (h) is the radiance reaching the sensor located at a height h, L λ (0) the radiance at surface level, the term in curly brackets in Equation 1 and τ λ (θ, h, 0) the transmissivity of the atmosphere from the height z to the position h defined as:
In the right hand side of Equation 3 the two terms represent the fraction of surface radiation transmitted through the atmosphere and the fraction of radiation that the atmosphere emits to the sensor, respectively. It should be mentioned that in Equation 4, the argument of the exponent is characterized by the absorption coefficient (κ λ ) and the concentration of H 2 O in the atmosphere (ρ). The optical thickness (u λ ), that denotes a section of the atmosphere (from a point z to the height h where the sensor is located) and determines how opaque the atmospheric element to radiation is, defined as:
To perform the atmospheric correction in the radiance measured by the sensor it is necessary to know the absorbing properties of the H 2 O content in the atmospheric windows, information that is achieved by evaluating the coefficient of the continuous absorption of water vapor (French et al., 2003) . This paper reviews the concept of emissivity and the effect of the atmosphere from the point of view of thermal remote sensing. The following sections describe various techniques to determine emissivity and the methods to correct it (Section 2 and 3) and how to correct the atmospheric effect (Sections 4 and 5).
"In situ" measured emissivity

The box method
One way to obtain the emissivity of a surface is to isolate the sample from the surrounding environment through a box, eliminating the contribution of the environmental radiance to the measurement of the radiance from the surface. The inside of the box is covered with mirror of polished aluminum, with a very low emissivity (ε c ≈ 0.03) and the outside is fully thermally isolated. Two lids are used, a hot cover with high emissivity (ε h ≈ 0.98) and a cold lid, also made of aluminum, with a difference of temperature between the two V. García-Santos et al.: Determination of the temperature by remote sensing of 20 K. A third lid is used to be substituted, in its due course, by the sample. The measurement configuration is: cold lidsample, hot lid-sample, hot lid-cold lid and cold lid-cold lid.
Cold lid-sample
The sample is almost perfectly isolated from the outside, entirely measuring the radiance of the full sample (L 1 ), that will have black body behavior.
where T m is the sample temperature.
Hot lid-sample
The sample is isolated from external environmental radiation, receiving only what is emitted by the hot lid, and therefore the radiance measured by the sensor will have a double contribution: the radiance directly emitted by the ground, that this time will be weighed by its emissivity (ε s ) and that radiance reflected by the ground from the lid weighed by the term (1 -ε s ), given that the surface is opaque (τ = 0) and its absorption is equal to its emissivity (Kirchhoff's law). Thus, the radiance becomes:
where T c is the radiative temperature of the hot cover.
Hot lid-cold lid
It is intended to turn into a black body the emission of the hot lid, as in 2.1.1, but instead of the sample, the only transmitter will be the lid. Thus, its radiance, after being reflected on the sides and the base, where the sample has been replaced by the aluminum lid with no hole, will reach the sensor. The remaining expression is:
The three equations above lead to an expression of the ground emissivity. This is the expression that Conaway and van Bavel (1967) and Dana (1969) achieved from the initial method proposed by Buettner and Kern (1965) . The idea is to replace the measurements 2.1.1 and 2.1.3 in the radiance of the 2.1.2 configuration, reaching:
from where it is easy to get to:
In fact the box does not have ideal behavior, as it has been indicated (ε c = 0.03 and ε h = 0.98), and therefore Equation 10 must be modified with a correction factor:
Cold lid-cold lid
The objective of this configuration is to obtain the correction factor that allows obtaining a realistic value of the sample emissivity. What is measured is the radiance contribution of the walls and covers made of a mirror of polished aluminum, and the influence of the geometry of the box and the emissivity of the cold lids. This measurement is the corresponding radiance to the Planck function at the temperature of the aluminum sheets (T f ).
Combining the above expressions, Rubio et al. (1997) got the equation:
where ε c is the known emissivity of the cold lid. P and Q are factors that depend on the geometry of the box and the emissivities of the cold lid and the hot lid, and the following values are obtained: P = 0.01460 and Q = 0.2921.
Measurement of the emissivity from satellite sensors
Measurement of the emissivity by the vegetation cover method
Natural land surfaces are usually heterogeneous and rough, composed of various elements with different properties and characteristics. When performing a measurement of radiance from the surface as a whole, what is obtained is the temperature and effective emissivity of all elements. Emissivity is expressed as:
where ε 0 is the emissivity of the radiance directly emitted by the surface towards the sensor and dε is the emissivity due to the indirect radiance emitted by the surface due to reflections between floor and walls of the roughness. It is called the cavity effect. In many situations the studied areas are composed of a given density of vegetation. Such coverage exerts the role of ceiling and walls of the surface roughness and the ground tends to be relatively homogeneous. It also has a geometric shape that will be responsible for the cavity effect (Colton, 1996) . The elements of the first term on the right on Equation 14 can be redefined as:
where ε g and ε v are the emissivities of ground and vegetation, that are to be measured independently, and P v is the proportion of vegetation cover. The cavity term is:
where P g is the proportion of ground and F , G and F are the form factors of the vegetation cover (Colton, 1996) . The complexity of the cavity term (Equation 16 ) makes difficult to use practically. To fix this, Valor and Caselles (1996) developed a model based on a simple idea suggested by van de Griend and Owe (1993) , which linked the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI, Rouse et al., 1974) with emissivity. An expression of the emissivity depending on the vegetation cover was obtained in the form:
where < dε > is the maximum value of the cavity term of the average vegetation structure. The terms ε v , ε g and < dε > are specified for each type of surface, and P v is the parameter that defines the percentage of coverage vegetation from NDVI (Valor and Caselles, 1996) :
where i is the NDVI of the whole surface (ground and vegetation), i g that of the ground and i v that of the vegetation. This is called the vegetation cover method (VCM) and requires some knowledge of the geometry of the surface.
Decoupling between emissivity and temperature
In the measurement of the radiance of a surface (term in curly brackets in Equation 1), there is an inherent coupling between emissivity and temperature. Gillespie (1986) proposed a method that allowed their separation, the NEM method (Normalized Emissivity Method), whose theoretical basis is:
• A sensor with n-spectral channels (point 4 explains the concept of spectral channel), will measure a radiance L i for each channel i from the surface according to Equation 1. Gillespie introduced a constant effective emissivity close to the real constant known as ε N EM .
• In Equation 1 the downward atmospheric radiance L ↓ atm is also known. Thus the term in curly brackets in that equation is cleared and inverted to obtain the temperature in each channel i:
Once the temperatures for each channel are calculated, the maximum value for each channel (T max ) is chosen, as it is considered the closest to the actual surface temperature value.
• Returning to the curly bracketed term in Equation 1, this time clearing the emissivity term, the value of T max is introduced as a constant value, thus calculating n emissivities, one for each spectral channel. If ε N EM matches with the actual ε max surface then the ε i and T max obtained are correct, otherwise the spectral variation of emissivity (spectral curve) is correct but not the amplitude or the T max of the surface.
In this way it is possible to obtain spectral emissivity values for each channel and to know the temperature value (T max ). This method provides a good estimate of the spectral variation of emissivity; however, it does not always correctly set the position of the spectrum. Gillespie et al. (1998) developed a new method that is a bit more complex than the NEM, called TES (Temperature Emissivity Separation), which is developed in modules, with the first being the NEM.
To solve the problem of the spectral displacement of emissivity, an improvement to the NEM is applied through a new method called ANEM (Adjusted Normalized Emissivity Method), Coll et al. (2003) . The aim is to choose the initial value of the emissivity (ε N EM ) properly for it to be close to the ε max value in each type of surface. To do this:
• A map of ε = ε max for the entire image of the studied area is previously generated by the method of Valor and Caselles (1996) , the VCM, Equation 17:
• This emissivity map is the map introduced as emissivity in the NEM, ε N EM = ε V CM in the i point, and from here the NEM is developed as before.
Single-channel method
Once the radiative behavior of the atmosphere is known, its contribution to the energy measured by a satellite sensor can be eliminated, thus obtaining the energy emitted by the surface, and from this the LST. This is the atmospheric correction by the single-channel method, which requires the calculation of transmissivity and atmospheric radiance (see Equation 1) through the knowledge of the vertical profiles of temperature and humidity obtained by radiosounding of the area and introduced in a radiative transfer model (RTM). This is usually a drawback of this method, as radiosoundings of the area and the time of the sensor passing are not always available.
The atmospheric correction by the single channel starts in Equation 1, specifically focusing on the term in curly brackets:
The magnitude L ↓ atm,λ is defined as:
The atmospheric radiance emitted upwards is already defined in the second term of Equation 1, which, as previ-ously discussed, is the atmospheric contribution to the radiance recorded by satellite. It is defined as:
In reality, sensors aboard satellites perform radiometric measurements in spectral channels of a certain width, characterized by a filter function, f i (λ). The signal recorded by the sensor is the following:
where L i is the channel radiance obtained from the convolution of f i (λ) with the monochromatic radiance L λ measured by the sensor. After applying the new terms and transforming them into channel measurements according to Equation 24, Equation 21 becomes:
For the sensor this radiance is a Planck function, because according to it the whole surface-atmosphere radiative whole behaves like a black body radiating at a T i temperature, which is not the intended LST. This equation shows the relationship between brightness temperature (T i ) measured by the channels of the sensor on the satellite and the LST. In the case of heterogeneous and rough surfaces, we must remember that ε i and T i would be effective emissivity and temperature.
A RTM that can be used is MODTRAN 4.0 (Berk et al., 1999) to estimate the atmospheric magnitudes that appear in Equation 25. This model requires, as input, vertical profiles of temperature and humidity obtained by radiosounding. This equation forms the basis of the single-channel atmospheric correction method, so it is possible to obtain LST from T i through inversion.
We can rewrite Equation 25 as follows:
with ∆I ai as the attenuation of the radiance by the effect of atmospheric absorption and ∆I ei the radiance decreasing due to the effect of emissivity. Their expressions are (Caselles et al., 1991) :
In the TIR, the Planck function is approximately linear with the temperature, hence we can develop to first-order the Taylor series of the above expression around LST.
an acceptable approximation if T − LST ≤ 10-15 K. Using Equation 12 with T = T i in Equation 25 we get:
an expression that slightly modified leads to:
The expression of atmospheric correction by singlechannel approach is obtained in terms of temperatures, the first addend of the second term represents the atmospheric correction due to atmospheric absorption and the second is the emissivity correction. Note that when the sensor gives an apparent temperature T i it is possible to correct the temperature and obtain the actual temperature of the surface by using the approach:
Single-channel correction equation
From Equation 25 it is possible to derive an expression that directly relates atmospheric correction and emissivity, therefore obtaining the temperature (T i ) provided by the sensor, the LST.
If we focus first on the atmospheric correction, as a first step we define a brightness temperature at surface level (T * i ) corresponding to a radiance associated with the term in square brackets in Equation 25.
where L ↓ atm,i is the downward atmospheric radiance throughout the hemisphere, which can be defined as follows:
where T ↑ a is the average value of the atmospheric temperature in the upward direction (McMillin, 1975) and τ i the total atmospheric transmittance.
By replacing Equation 34 in Equation 33 and then this in Equation 25
, we obtain the expression of temperature corresponding to the atmospheric correction term:
By linearizing the Planck function in Equation 33 , the emissivity correction complementary to Equation 35 is obtained:
V. García-Santos et al.: Determination of the temperature by remote sensing where b i is a parameter with temperature dimensions given by Coll and Caselles (1997) :
with n i as a radiometric parameter that depends on the measurement channel of the satellite sensor and on the temperature range considered, γ i is a parameter also dependent on the measurement channel and on the atmosphere (Schmugge et al., 1991) , T ↓ a is the radiometric temperature of the atmosphere in the downward direction and τ i (0
• ) the atmospheric transmittance in the nadir direction.
Once the two terms of radiometric correction are obtained, the atmospheric term (Equation 35 ) and the emissivity term (Equation 36), by replacing the former in the latter through T * i we obtain the single-channel correction equation that relates the radiometric temperature measured by the channel i with LST:
Split-window method
The use of radiosoundings in the single-channel method is a disadvantage, because they are not always available. The split-window method uses the measurement of two channels within the 8-13 µm window where the atmospheric attenuation of ground radiance is proportional to the difference between the radiance measurements made in these two channels. Avoiding the use of radiosounding is an operational advantage in the calculation of the temperature of the surface, when the apparent temperatures recorded by the two channels, T 1 and T 2 , are known. Coll and Caselles (1997) proposed a split-window algorithm relating the temperature of a surface with the temperatures and emissivity measured in the spectral channels 4 and 5 of the AVHRR-NOAA 11 sensor, comparing it to other split-window algorithms such as that proposed by Becker and Li (1995) , Prata (1993) , or François and Ottlé (1996) . The expression that came was:
where the terms A and ∆ depend entirely on weather conditions and are completely independent on the effect of the emissivity, which is corrected by B(ε), which is in turn dependent on the atmosphere.
Terms of atmospheric correction (A and ∆)
The coefficient A depends only on atmospheric conditions, specifically the atmospheric transmittance between sensor and surface, expressed as:
where τ 1 (θ) and τ 2 (θ) are atmospheric transmittances measured on channels 1 and 2 of the sensor. The ∆ coefficient corrects the effect of atmospheric emission and is expressed as:
where T ↑ a1 and T ↑ a2 are effective atmospheric temperatures upstreaming from channels 1 and 2 (McMillin, 1975) . Equations 40 and 41 represent the classical coefficients derived from a black body (Maul, 1983) . Note the initial negative sign in Equation 41, which indicates that the temperature value should be substracted, thus eliminating the atmospheric radiative contribution.
In fact, for the huge amount of data obtained by simulation or field measurements, the calculation of these coefficients, A and ∆, is quite nonfunctional; Coll and Caselles (1997) evaluated both terms by finding a surface that minimizes the effect of emissivity, and chose the sea surface, as it is very close to unity and the term B(ε) can be neglected, with Equation 39 as follows:
That can written:
If simulated values of T − T 1 versus T 1 − T 2 are represented (Galve et al., 2008) , the result is a graphic representation that can be fitted to a quadratic equation expressed as:
Comparing Equation 44 to Equation 43 it is observed that A has a linear dependence on the temperature difference between channels and that ∆ is constant:
The coefficients a 0 , a 1 and a 2 are obtained by linear regression using either matching measurements of the sensor and the surface, or through a simulated database.
It is surprising to see that A depends linearly on the temperature difference between two channels. Note that A and ∆ depend on the zenith angle of observation, Equations 40 and 41. In this regard Niclòs et al. (2007) conducted a study of the variation in temperature of the sea with the observation angle using Equation 39. Through simulations it was observed how Equation 44 varied for four different zenith angles: 0
• , 47.5
• , 60
• and 65
• , noting that the coefficients a 0 , a 1 and a 2 are consistent with a function like:
where a 01 , a 02 , a 11 , a 12 , a 21 and a 22 are obtained by linear regression. The values obtained by Niclòs et al. (2007) are given in Table 1 . 
Correction term of the emissivity effect B(ε)
The correction of emissivity in the split-window algorithm is affected by atmospheric conditions. Coll and Caselles (1997) offer the following expression of the term:
where ε = (ε 1 + ε 2 )/2 is the average emissivity of the two channels, ∆ε = ε 1 − ε 2 their difference in emissivity and α and β two coefficients that are defined as:
where b i (i = 1, 2) is the channel parameter defined in Equation 37 that sees differently the behavior of emissivity at sea or on land, through its reflective character (parameter T ↓ ai ) because the angular dependence of transmittance must be known in the case of the sea; it being enough to know the transmittance at nadir in the case of earth.
The emissivity correction term is obtained by calculating Equations 50 to 52, but as with the terms of atmospheric correction, this term is rather impractical. A solution was proposed by Coll and Caselles (1997) , who, after calculating the term B(ε) by Equations 50 to 52, observed that α and β varied with the amount of atmospheric water vapor (W ). Therefore, they can be adjusted by regression and a simple expression of α and β can be obtained according to W . Niclòs et al. (2007) , considering both the specular nature of the sea surface and its properties, made a quadratic adjustment of these parameters with W : Table 2 shows the values obtained by Niclòs et al. (2007) .
In this way, a simple split-window equation (Equation 39) is obtained, whose terms A, ∆ and B(ε) are conveniently calculated using Equations 45, 46 and 50, respectively, taking into consideration in Equation 50 the terms dependent on W , α(W ) and β(W ), Equations 53 and 54.
For further information, the works on this method by Wan (1999) made for the MODIS sensor and Prata (2002) made for the AATSR are recommended.
Conclusions
In this article we have achieved two key points in determining the LST from sensors aboard satellites: firstly, the need to know accurately and precisely the emissivity of land surfaces, and secondly, to take into account the radiative contribution of the atmosphere introduced between the sensor and the surface. Regarding emissivity, some important methods used today in its determination and application to temperature measurement algorithms have been shown, in order to correct possible errors in their value. To avoid the effect of the atmosphere in the determination of temperature, two methods widely known in the literature of thermal remote sensing have been proposed. The first one, called single-channel, although mathematically simple, has the disadvantage of requiring atmospheric values provided by radiosounding, which are not always available. The second one, called split-window, does not depend so much on atmospheric parameters, there is a need to know the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere in order to obtain the emissivity correction term of the surface studied if necessary (in marine areas it is not necessary, for example). The fact of dealing with a simple mathematical formula, composed of easy-access terms, today, makes the split-window method one of the most suitable for atmospheric correction in the radiance measurements done by satellite. This article is a review of the determination of temperature in thermal infrared, as well as a handy tool for the scientific communities that come to the field from other specialties, as well as for new readers who want to begin learning about remote sensing.
